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GOVERNMENT 

The Hon Gareth Ward MP 
Minister for Families and Communities 
Minister for Disability Services 

Ms Felicity Wilson MP 
Chair 
Legislation Review Committee 

By email: Legislation.Review@parliament.nsw.gov.au 

Dear�r, �/,".,.;?';,, 
Digest No.4/57 of the Legislation Review Committee 

I refer to your correspondence regarding the Legislation Review Committee's Legislation
Review Digest No 4157 (the Report) in which it considered the Children's Guardian Bill 2019.
A response to the issues raised by the Committee is set out below. 

Committee Report reference to personal rights and liberties 

Part 4 - Reportable conduct scheme - Right to privacy 
The Report notes that the Children's Guardian's powers to make preliminary inquiries (s.44) 
may impact on the privacy rights of a person who is not yet the subject of an investigation or 
determination. The purpose of these preliminary inquiries is to inform the Children's Guardian's 
decision whether or not an own-motion investigation into an allegation of child abuse or 
mistreatment is in the public interest. This power also enables the Children's Guardian to make 
inquiries as to the ability or willingness of a relevant entity to deal with an allegation. This power 
replicates existing powers used under the current reportable conduct scheme (s.13AA, 
Ombudsman Act 1974). The paramount consideration (s.7) in decision-making under the Bill 
is the safety, welfare and wellbeing of children, including protecting children from child abuse. 
The Children's Guardian is a protective jurisdiction and the powers to make preliminary 
inquiries regarding an allegation of child abuse or mistreatment reflects this; particularly noting 
that the entities coming within the scheme include designated agencies responsible for the 
provision of out-of-home care to children. 

Part 4 - Reportable conduct scheme - Right to privacy 
The scheme already applies to the outside work conduct of a large number of employees under 
the scheme. Employees of designated government agencies (such as teachers under the 
Department of Education) and designated non-government agencies (such as approved 
education and care services) already have their outside-work conduct covered by the scheme 
(see Ombudsman Act 1974). The Children's Guardian Bill 2019 makes a small, targeted 
amendment to ensure consistency in relation to employees of public authorities. However, this 
amendment has been deliberately contained to those employees of public authorities who 
hold, or are required to hold, a Working with Children Check. This fixes a legislative anomaly 
with the current scheme. It is appropriate that persons who provide services to children are 
treated consistently under the scheme. If a swimming instructor is employed by a local council 
to provide swimming services to children, they engage in child-related work. If that instructor 
has engaged in sexual misconduct against a child outside of the work context, it nevertheless 
is relevant to the child-related work they undertake with the entity and should come within the 
scope of the scheme. This is consistent with the treatment of outside-work conduct of a teacher 
for reportable conduct purposes. To cover inside-work conduct and not outside work conduct 
of employees of public authorities who have direct contact with children by virtue of their 
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